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Abstract: Despite the visionary tenders that emerging technologies bring to education, modern learning environments such as MOOCs or Webinars still suffer from adequate affective awareness and effective feedback mechanisms, often leading to low engagement or abandonment. Artificial Conversational Agents hold the premises to ease the modern learner’s isolation, due to the recent achievements of Machine Learning. Yet, a pedagogical approach that reflects both cognitive and affective skills still remains undelivered. The current paper moves towards this direction, suggesting a framework to build pedagogical driven conversational agents based on Reinforcement Learning combined with Sentiment Analysis, also inspired by the pedagogical learning theory of Core Cognitive Skills.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, ubiquitous learning (MOOCs, Webinars, Mobile Learning, RFIDs & QRcodes, etc.) has made significant steps towards the sought democratization of education (Caballé and Conesa, 2019), also drifted by the latest ICT advancements (i.e. IoT, Cloud Computing, 5G) (El Kadiri et al., 2016). However, the auspicious new educational paradigms fail to encounter distance learning (d-learning) or e-learning common “headaches” such as low students’ engagement and poor immersion rates (Afzal et al., 2017). The rising technology of Affective Computing (AC) promises to contribute significantly towards the motivation and engagement of the isolated remote learners (Graesser, 2016).

AC has emerged as a new research field in Artificial Intelligence (AI) designated to “sense and respond” to user’s affective state (Picard, 1997) in various domains, and especially in education, in which addresses three key issues (Feidakis, 2016):

1. Detect and recognize the learner’s emotion/affective state with high accuracy.
2. Display emotion information through effective visualisations for self, peers and others’ emotion awareness.
3. Provide cognitive and affective feedback to improve task & cognitive performance, as well as learning outcomes.

The latter (affective feedback) remains unexplored, still constituting a big challenge: How to contend with the learner’s isolation encountered in Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), often leading to dropouts, while system’s feedback suffers from:

- **Empathy** – The system is usually unaware of the learner’s affective state and affect transitions, i.e. the student’s confusion steadily increases, and possibly transit to frustration (Afzal et al., 2017).
- **Brevity** – Response is outdated because there is no need to address the problem anymore, or worse, the student left the building (Feidakis, 2016).
- **Sociality** – New learning tools (MOOCs) often isolate the learner who ultimately ends up in cognitive deadlocks (Caballé & Conesa, 2018).

The recent findings of Deep Learning –especially when applied to the fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Devlin et al., 2018) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) (Silver et al., 2018) – premises the capacity to develop smart, artificial agents able to manipulate the above-mentioned issues. Nevertheless, the following questions arise:
1. How we built agents that are triggered consistently? – in terms of transparency in affect detection and brevity in response.

2. How we train agents to reply adequately? – regarding the impact of response.

In the current paper, we present a framework model to build agents based on Deep RL models, empowered by Question-Answering (QA) pedagogical learning strategies, also showing some respect to the respondent’ feelings through Sentiment Analysis of short dialogues. We first review current State-of-the-Art of Artificial/Conversational Agents, Chatbots and Affective/ Empathetic Agents, together with Sentiment Analysis of short texts and posts. Then, we present our proposal towards the enquiries set. This new framework will guide the implementation of a new model in our future steps, also prompting for more contributions and collaborations.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Artificial Conversational Agents and Chatbots

There have been almost three decades since intelligent agents have been introduced, and AI researchers started to look at the “whole agent” problem (Russell et al., 2010). Nowadays, “AI systems have become so common in Web-based applications that the -bot suffix has entered everyday language” (Russell et al., 2010, p. 26). The consistent evolution of AI together with the prompt establishment of IoT have coined many new areas to invest such as smart homes, smart cities and recently smart advisors or virtual assistants (Walker, 2019). Artificial Conversational Agents are software agents trying to answer a particular question through information retrieval techniques and by engaging the user into understanding the nature of the problem behind the question.

Chatbots are one category of Conversational Agents (Radziwill and Benton, 2017), hence, applications that use AI techniques to communicate and process data provided by the user. Chatbots look for keywords into user’s questions, trying to understand what the user really wants. With the help of AI, Chatbot applications keep evolving based on historical data to cope with new input information. Chatbots such as Amazon Alexa (“Amazon Alexa,” 2019), Google Assistant (“Google Assistant,” 2019), Apple’s Siri (“Apple Siri,” 2019), and Facebook Jarvis (Zuckerberg, 2016) are steadily increase their market share in people’s everyday applications.

There are several tools based on information retrieval techniques to create a Chatbot agent that come with respective developer’s tools. Dialogflow (“Dialogflow,” 2019) consists of 2 related components: (i) intents, to build arrays of various questions (e.g. Where is the Gallery?), and (ii) entities, sets of words (tokens) that help the agent to analyse spoken or written text (e.g. product names, street names, movie categories). It also provides an API to integrate the application in certain media or services such as Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, Skype, SMS etc. IBM’s Watson (“IBM Watson,” 2019) works similarly to Dialogflow, allowing the user to connect to many other applications through Webbook or APIs, however it requires subscription (the free version is limited up to 1000 intents per month).

In education, Chatbots have been recently applied to various disciplines such as physics, mathematics, languages and chemistry, usually inspired by gamification pedagogical strategies. For instance, through machine learning-oriented Q&As, a Chatbot is able to evaluate the learner’s level each time and fine-tunes the game’s level of difficulty (Benotti, Martínez, & Schapachnik, 2014).

2.2 Affective Agents

The provision of affective feedback to users, in response to their implicit (automatically and transparently) or explicit recognition of affective state, remains prominent topic. Learners need to perceive a reaction from the system, in agreement with their emotion sharing, immediately or after a short period (Feidakis et al., 2014), triggering an affective loop of interactions (Castellano et al., 2013).

Since 2005, “James the butler” (Hone et al., 2019), an Affective Agent developed in Microsoft Agents and Visual Basic, managed to reduce negative emotions’ intensity (despair, sadness, boredom). Similarly, Burleson (2006)) developed an Affective Agent able to mimic facial expressions. The agent managed to help 11-13 years old students to solve cognitive problems (i.e. Tower of Hanoi) by providing affective scaffolds in case i.e. of despair. AutoTutor comes with a long list of published results (D’Mello et al., 2011) successfully demonstrating both cognitive and affective skills (empathy). Moridis and Economides (Moridis and Economides, 2012) report on the impact of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) on the respondent’s affective state (sustain or modify) though corresponding empathy, either parallel (express harmonized emotions) or reactive (stimulate different or even contradictory emotions). EMOTE is another tool that can be
integrated in existing agents, enriching their emotionality towards their improved learning performance and emotion wellbeing (Castellano et al., 2013).

In (Feidakis et al., 2014), a virtual Affective Agent provided affective feedback enriched with task-oriented scaffolds, according to fuzzy rules. The agent managed to improve student cognitive performance and emotion regulation. A visionary review of artificial agents that simulate empathy in their interactions with humans is provided by Paiva et al. (2017), delivering sufficient evidence about the significant role of affective or empathetic responses when (or where) humans, agents, or robots are collaborating and executing tasks together.

2.3 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis plays a significant role on products marketing, companies’ strategies, political issues, social networking, as well as on education. Main goal is to mine for opinions in textual data e.g: a web source, and extract information about author’s sentiments. The derived data are oriented mainly to polarity depiction of the sentiments using data mining and NLP techniques (Cambria et al., 2013).

There are 3 main approaches to implement Sentiment Analysis:

- **Linguistic Approach**: A sentiment is exported from text analysis according to a lexicon. In this case, three levels of text (document-level, sentence-level, aspect-level) are analysed and algorithms based on lexicons produce the sentiment score (Feldman, 2013).

- **Machine Learning Approach**: Employs both supervised and unsupervised learning towards the classification of texts. It has become quite popular since it is used for many applications, such as movie review classifier (Cambria, 2016). Different algorithms have been applied over the years, such as Support Vector Machines, Deep Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, Bayesian Network and Maximum Entropy MaxEnt, with Deep Learning approaches appearing to give better results (Howard and Ruder, 2018).

- **Hybrid Approach**: A reconciliation of the two above methods (Cambria, 2016).

Nowadays, State-of-the-Art Sentiment Analysis techniques are based on supervised machine learning approaches and in particular Deep Learning algorithms. Most of these approaches use word embeddings, such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), which are vectors for representing the words, and are trained in an unsupervised way. Afterwards, they are fed to a deep Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Rumelhart et al., 1987) – a family of neural networks used for processing sequence values– empowered with a mechanism named LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to enhance the memory of the network. In addition, recent advances (Devlin et al., 2018) exploiting the attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) – focusing more on some particular words in a sentence– seem to achieve higher accuracy in the Sentiment Analysis task.

In education context, students’ textual data could be analysed and provide valuable feedback to an agent, who can act interactively, either by rewarding a successful task accomplishment or encouraging the students after a failed attempt. The application of the aforementioned techniques to short posts extracted from educational platforms (i.e. LMS, MOOC), could provide useful information regarding the correlation between students’ sentiments and performance (Tucker et al., 2014).

3 ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH

According to (Russell et al., 2010), the definition of an AI agent involves the concept of rationality: “a rational agent should select an action that is expected to maximize its performance measure, given the evidence provided by the percept sequence and whatever built-in knowledge the agent has” (p. 37). A learning agent comprises two main components: (i) the learning element, for making improvements, and (ii) the performance element, for selecting external actions. In other words, the performance element involves the agent decisions, while the learning element deals with the evaluation of those actions. Designing an agent requires the selection of an appropriate and effective learning strategy to train the agent. Learning strategies and models that have been validated for years, in real education settings, could extend the design horizons of artificial pedagogical agents. In next paragraphs we unveil this perspective.

A popular strategy to guide a learner in alternative learning paths is to use Question-Answer (QA) models, which are quite easy to implement, especially when short default answers are deployed (Yes/No, Multiple choices, Likert-scales, etc.). In learning settings, QA models constitute a common way to deploy formative assessment i.e. according to a rubric. Also, they can be nicely shaped as valuable scaffolds to unlock preexisting knowledge or semi-completed conceptual schemas (Vygotsky, 1987). In all cases, the overload shifts to formulate the right questions.
In their Academically Productive Talk (APT) model, Tegos and Demetriadis (2017) emphasize the orchestration of teacher-students talks and highlight a set of useful discussion practices that can lead to reasoned participation by all students, thus increasing the probability of productive peer interactions to occur. Moreover, ColMOOC project (Caballé and Conesa, 2019) constitutes a recent exertion towards a new pedagogical paradigm that integrates MOOCs with Conversational Agents and Learning Analytics, according to the Conversation Theory (Pask, 1976).

Next paragraphs provide our framework to build agents, (i) to give the right answers, (ii) based on pedagogical models, (iii) also considering affective factors. Our design is grounded on Deep Learning, thus, generating responses through the imitation of training datasets.

3.1 Goal-Oriented Question-Answering (QA) Model

In supervised learning the algorithm given as input a labeled dataset $X$ tries to predict the output $Y$. For example, in Sentiment Analysis the algorithm is given as input a short text (e.g. review) and its goal is to predict if it is negative or positive. Since, during the training process the label is given (i.e. 0 for negative and 1 for positive) the algorithm learns from its mistakes and updates its weights in every iteration, until it converges.

However, in RL the algorithm (i.e. AI agent) has as input a set of data $X$, but the desired output is defined as a reward $r$. In particular, the input is considered to be the state of the agent $s$. To maximize the reward function, the agent selects an action $a$ from the action space $A$. It should be noted, that there can be two types of rewards, long-term and short-term (instant). Let’s take for example, the Pac-Man game:

- The state of an agent (i.e. Pac-Man) is the locations of the ghosts, its own location and the existing dots in the maze.
- The action space is consisted of the moves the agent can make (i.e. up, down, left, right).
- The instant rewards can be 1 for eating a dot, -100 for being eaten by a ghost and 0 for doing none of them. However, there can be a long-term reward equal to 100 for completing the level.
- Finally, the strategy of the agent (i.e. which move it should select given its current state) is called policy, and is denoted with $\pi$.

In the current paper we advocate that RL combined with Sentiment Analysis, can be used to develop a pedagogical driven conversational agent. In this case the whole task of the agent can be formulated as follows:

- **Goal**: Help the student to complete the test successfully without providing the direct answer to him/her.
- **State**: The text input given by the student and his/her current affective state.
- **Action**: The hint that is provided to the student in text format.
- **Reward**: When the student will successfully complete the task (e.g. if the hint will be helpful).
- **Policy**: What strategy the agent should select, given the affective state of the student (e.g. frustration) and the answer(s) he/she provided.

Therefore, the learning task is expressed in a goal-oriented way, meaning that the agent tries to achieve the student’s comprehension through dialog. Of course, this is not the first goal-oriented approach in a QA task (see Rajendran et al., 2018). The proposed method includes two phases: (i) the agent tries to learn how to perform dialog with the student and detect his/her affective state given an annotated dataset (supervised learning), and (ii) the agent learns through trial and error –based on the incoming rewards– to assist the student (reinforcement learning) (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Goal-Oriented Question-Answering Agent.](image)

In (Figure 1), the student sends a text answer in the agent, which converts it into embeddings (i.e., numerical vectors). Next, the embeddings are processed by an LSTM layer, which is both used to encode the incoming data and recognizes the students affective state (i.e., confusion). The outputs are fused together using again a LSTM layer and produce the output word embeddings; these are mapped into actual words so that a helpful hint is sent to the user. During the whole process the agent receives a reward based on the student performance.
3.2 Pedagogical Supervision

Human reasoning constitutes a synergistic association of ideas, elaborating a “non-stop” mining of reasonable correlations between existing and input data, in a continuous restructuring, or reforming of cognitive schemas (assimilation-accommodation-adaptation, known from the Piaget's Theory of Cognitive Development (Piaget et al., 1969). Reforming comprises two main operations: the convergent critical and the divergent creative thinking.

Elaborate creative thinking on machines, seems intangible, nevertheless, it is already in the AI agenda. In (“What’s next for AI,” 2019) it is mentioned as the “ultimate moonshot for artificial intelligence” highlighting the fact that AI researchers should not confine to machines that only think or learn, but also create (Russell et al., 2010). The integration of emotional and affective appraisal in computer intelligence, constitutes a big step, since creativity depend heavily on emotional weighted decisions related to motivation, perversion, insight, intuition, etc.

Critical thinking sounds more tangible. For instance, the IBM Watson (“IBM Watson,” 2019) cognitive platform managed to analyze visuals, sound and composition of hundreds of existing horror film trailers and accomplished an AI-created movie trailer for 20th Century Fox’s horror flick, Morgan (“What’s next for AI,” 2019).

The vision and challenge as well, involves an agent holding the capacity, not only to beat a chess grandmaster (Silver et al., 2018), but also to guide the learner in a collaborative mining of creative solutions, out and beyond the respective problem. Q&As methods – i.e. the Socratic method – are moving towards that direction by breaking down a subject into a series of questions, the answers to which gradually distill the answer a person would seek.

In the exemplary work of Marzano (1988), 24 Core Cognitive Skills (CCS) have been classified and grouped into four basic categories of data processing, namely collection, organisation, analysis and transcendence (Table 1). Based on this work, Kordaki et al. (2007) proposed an architecture for a Cognitive Skill-based Question Wizard.

It is in our intentions to build, evaluate and evolve a framework that will employ both supervised and RL approaches to simulate tutor-learner conversations. The intelligent tutor will guide the learner to solve learning tasks, evolving Cognitive Skills based on the 24 CCS. In Table 2 we provide examples of questions that could be used to develop basic Cognitive Skills in agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection</th>
<th>Recognition of Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Data organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of Basic Cognitive Skills</td>
<td>Examples of question-models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A is a list of integers</td>
<td>A[0] &gt; A[1] Is this correct?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remember A index starts from 0</td>
<td>Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List index starts from 0</td>
<td>a is integer, b is real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List increments by 1</td>
<td>c = a+b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the value of A[2]?</td>
<td>c is real Is this correct?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Pattern recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Data transcendence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a &gt; b, b &gt; c</td>
<td>Forming Hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a &gt; c Is this correct?</td>
<td>If (it rains) and (I won’t take umbrella) then I get wet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Marzano 24 CCS.

Table 2: Examples of question-models (adjusted from Kordaki et al., 2007).
3.3 Affective Factor

As already mentioned (subsection 2.2), an Affective Agent seeks for affective cues to appraise the respondent’s sentiments. Next step involves the agent’s decision to provide an answer affectively correct. An affective response should be able to change learning paths when i.e. boredom or frustration is recognized (Feidakis, 2016).

Zhou et al. (2017) provide a dataset of 23,000 sentences collected from the Chinese blogging service Weibo and manually annotated using 5 labels: anger, disgust, happiness, like, and sadness. Such datasets provide a starting point to enrich agent’s short dialogs with emotion hues.

In previous work (Feidakis et al., 2014), a Sentiment Analysis mechanism was implemented classifying short posts in Web forums and Wikis, according to 6 states (Figure 2), based on Machine Learning and NLP.

![Figure 2. Sentiments’ classifiers (Feidakis et al., 2014).](image)

In this work, we need to extend our tasks to integrate emotion or affective oriented lemmas (inferences), following a machine learning approach. In Table 3 we provide an example of agent’s responses, while detecting first frustration and then interest in user’s response:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = [2, 1, 7, 0]</td>
<td>Remember first index is 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = [3, 5, 4]</td>
<td>I am not sure I got it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = [A, B]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C[1][0]=3</td>
<td>OK. Do you want to try something else and come back later?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A is a list</td>
<td>I like that! Here is a hint for you: Lists can take also other lists as values. What is the value of C[1]?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3, 5, 4]</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nice! And the [0] of A</td>
<td>A is a list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Great! That’s the correct answer! C[1][0]=3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The proliferation of digital assistants, which at the present is targeting the domains of productivity and domotic automation (i.e Google home, Amazon’s Alexa), has paved the ground for the introduction of digital assistants in several other domains (e.g. personal training). The education domain, presents particularities and needs that arise from the need to integrate the assessment, monitoring and exploitation of cognitive and affective skills of the trainees. At the same time, RL inherently supports the level of interactivity required, so that the process of integrating machine learning techniques in the process of supporting the educational process is performed in line with Sentiment Analysis and Cognitive Skills assessment.

The current State-of-the-Art of Deep Learning can provide simple models and exploit large amounts of real data to train agents to act as valuable assistants, customizing them to the needs of each case through specialized datasets like bAbI (Weston et al., 2015) or Emotional STC (ESTC) (Zhou et al., 2017). In this paper, the above approach is proposed, towards the provision of a framework for supporting pedagogical driven conversational agents. The model of course needs a lot of data towards its realistic use, since the agent need to perform natural language understanding and Sentiment Analysis, before responding to the user based on the optimal policy (both state and action
spaces i.e., input and output text, are quite big, if we consider how many word combinations exist).

Though the potential that the proposed approach is quite high, leading to the introduction of highly interactive tools of (pedagogically) added value, the introduction of such a framework will introduce new challenges, especially when it comes to the protection of personal information. For this, both the legal/regulatory and the technical frameworks which will ensure the protection of personal and sensitive information should be taken under serious consideration, and implementations adopting privacy by design approaches should be adopted. As for the former, the recently applied GDPR in EU (679/2016) provides the basis, over which compliance to ethical and legal standards of any implementation can be evaluated. As for the latter, the ability of increased capabilities of terminal devices (Edge Computing – Shi et al., 2016) is a promising candidate for limiting the range over which collected data for applying the machine learning techniques are used.
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